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Conflict Update # 211 

October 14th, 2022 

Back issues at www.accgroupco.com 

Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 64,300 (+500) soldiers killed, 2,521 (+10) enemy tanks, 5,172 (+5) armored  combat vehicles, 1,566 

(+10) artillery systems, 362 (+5) MLRS systems, 186 (+3) air defense systems, 268 (+0) warplanes, 240 (+5) helicopters, 

1,199 (+17) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 316 (+1) cruise missiles, 15 (+0) warships/cutters, 3,944 (+9) trucks 

and tankers, 4 Iskander Missile Launchers (+0), 76 fuel bowsers (+0) and 142 (+6) units of specialized equipment. 

Key Takeaways 

What is going on with Elon Musk? Musk provided Ukraine with his Starlink radio terminals, giving them a distinct 

edge in battlefield front line conflict. 

German forces in 1940 overran French forces, primarily because they had a decided edge over the latter in field radio 

communication technology. 

The same applies to the current Ukrainian conflict. 

But Musk has decided to (i) switch off some of the terminals, (ii) reject a request from Ukrainian Command for an 

additional 6,000 units, (iii) reject out of hand their request for Starlink to switch on reception in the Crimean zone, 

citing this as a precursor to nuclear war with Russia and (iv) has now demanded that the US government fund the 

project and future Starlink communication requirements, estimated at >$300m per year. 

This comes on top of his “Peace” suggestion, which included Russia keeping land they currently occupy. 

He says he has spent US$80 million to date and cannot afford any more.  

Since switching off some of the terminals, cited as “catastrophic” by Ukraine, their forward advances have slowed. 

He also says that he has had no contact with Putin whatsoever, despite first-hand reports of him having had contact 

with the Russian leader.  

Why then is his message a carbon copy of Putin’s,? and how does he have first-hand knowledge of Putin’s threat 

regarding Ukrainian entry into Crimea? 

President Zelenskyy rejected out of hand his proposed peace deal. 

So, what is going on with Musk? 

Has he had a sudden change of heart regarding Ukraine? 

We don’t know but will continue to monitor developments. See following article. 

Ukraine will find way to keep Starlink running, Zelenskiy adviser says, after Musk signals end of 

funding - Ukrainian presidential adviser Mykhailo Podolyak says Ukraine will find a solution to keep the Starlink 

Internet service working after SpaceX CEO Elon Musk said his company could not indefinitely fund it. 
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Podolyak wrote on Twitter today that, like it or not, Musk “helped us survive the most critical moments of war.” 

He told RFE/RL's Ukrainian Service that Ukraine should be thankful and also acknowledged that Musk is a businessman 

running a private business, not a state business, and "his business development strategy says that it is not profitable for 

him to lose [money]." 

That's why Ukraine "will take care of how to conduct negotiations so that Starlink works," but added in his tweet that 

Ukraine expects the company to provide stable connections until the end of negotiations. 

Musk activated Starlink, a network of more than 2,000 satellites orbiting the Earth and thousands of terminals on the 

ground, in late February after Internet services were disrupted because of Russia's invasion. 

Podolyak made the statement after Musk tweeted that SpaceX cannot fund the network “indefinitely” amid reports 

that he has asked the Pentagon to step in. 

Starlink has cost SpaceX $80 million thus far and the cost will exceed $100 million by end of year, Musk said on Twitter 

on October 7. 

Musk also asked whether the United States owes protection to a commercial vendor that is targeted while assisting the 

United States. 

"We’ve also had to defend against cyberattacks & jamming, which are getting harder," said the billionaire, who is also 

CEO of Tesla. 

CNN reported on October 13 that SpaceX sent a letter to the Pentagon last month saying it could not continue to fund 

the Starlink service in Ukraine and that it may have to stop funding it unless the U.S. military gives the company tens of 

millions of dollars a month. 

An official who spoke on the condition of anonymity was quoted on October 14 by AP as saying the Defense 

Department has received a request from Musk to take over funding for the satellite network. The official said the issue 

has been discussed in meetings and senior leaders are weighing the matter. 

A senior defense official later told reporters that the Defense Department would not confirm that ongoing talks were 

related to payment. But the official said the Pentagon was "continuing to talk to SpaceX and other companies about 

SATCOM capabilities." 

The discussion about Starlink comes after Musk came under criticism for asking his 107 million Twitter followers to 

weigh in on his proposal to end the war in Ukraine under which Ukraine would cede Crimea, which it seized in 2014. 

Musk also suggested that four regions Russia illegally annexed following Kremlin-orchestrated referendums should hold 

repeat votes under UN supervision and Ukraine should adopt a neutral status, dropping a bid to join NATO. 

As part of his proposal, Musk launched a Twitter poll asking whether “the will of the people" should decide if seized 

regions remain part of Ukraine or become part of Russia. 

That prompted President Volodymyr Zelenskiy, who has pledged to recover all the territory captured by Russia in the 

war and reclaim Crimea, to post his own poll asking his followers which Musk they like more: “One who supports 

Ukraine” or “One who supports Russia”? 

Musk replied to Zelenskiy that he “still very much” supports Ukraine but is “convinced that massive escalation of the 

war will cause great harm to Ukraine and possibly the world.” 

Putin may intend for mobilized personnel to plug gaps in Russia’s frontlines long enough for the autumn 

conscripts to receive some training and form additional units to improve Russian combat power in 2023. 
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Ukrainian and Western officials continue to 

reiterate that they have observed no indicators of 

preparations for a Belarusian invasion of Ukraine, 

despite alarmist reports in the Belarusian 

information space that President Alexander 

Lukashenko has introduced a “counter-terrorist 

operation” regime. 

Russian sources continued to claim that 

Ukrainian forces are conducting 

counteroffensive operations in northeast Kharkiv 

Oblast east of Kupyansk. 

Russian troops conducted limited ground 

attacks west of Kreminna and northwestern 

Kherson Oblast in order to regain lost positions. 

Russian troops continued ground attacks 

around Bakhmut and Donetsk City. 

Russian authorities expressed increasing 

concern over Ukrainian strikes against Russian 

rear logistics lines in southern Donetsk Oblast. 

Russian occupation authorities are continuing 

to consolidate control of the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear 

Power Plant (ZNPP) through strengthened security 

measures amid negotiations to establish a nuclear 

safety and protective zone at the plant. 

Russian officials continued to brand their movement of populations out of Kherson Oblast as recreational 

“humanitarian trips” rather than evacuations. 

A prominent Russian milblogger accused unspecified senior officials within the Russian Ministry of Defense 

(MoD) of preparing to censor Russian milbloggers on October 14, but there is no official confirmation of an 

investigation or prosecution of these milbloggers. 

Russian lawmaker says eliminating Ukrainians the 'only' solution - Russian State Duma member Mikhail 

Sheremet said on Thursday that it is hard to "negotiate" with Ukrainians and that eliminating them is the "only" way 

forward for the Russian invasion in Ukraine. 

"Given the damage that they cause to [our] infrastructure, and [the harm] to the lives and well-being of our citizens, 

they must only be eliminated," said Sheremet, who is a member of the Duma Security and Anti-Corruption Committee, 

Russian news agency Tass reported. 

Sheremet's remarks come in reference to Ukraine's recent counteroffensive against Russia, including an explosion 

Saturday on a bridge that links Russia to Crimea, which Moscow annexed in 2014, and is crucial to providing supplies to 

Russian troops. 
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Eastern Ukraine: (Oskil River-Kreminna 

Line) - Russian sources continued to claim 

that Ukrainian troops are conducting 

counteroffensive operations in northeastern 

Kharkiv Oblast today. The Russian MoD 

claimed that Ukrainian forces conducted 

ground attacks in the Kupyansk area. A 

Russian milblogger similarly claimed that 

Ukrainian troops are continuing to attack 

along the Pershotravene-Kyslivka line, about 

20km east of Kupyansk. ISW offers no 

assessment of these Russian claims. 

Russian sources earlier today conducted 

limited ground attacks to regain lost positions 

west of Kreminna. The Ukrainian General Staff 

(UGS) reported that its troops repelled a 

Russian attack near Terny, 16km northwest of 

Kreminna. Russian sources similarly reported 

fighting ongoing in the Terny-Torske area, 

with one milblogger claiming that the 208th 

Russian Cossack Regiment is fighting near 

Terny. Russian milbloggers claimed that 

between 35,000 and 45,000 Ukrainian 

personnel have concentrated along the 

Svatove-Kreminna line and that Ukrainian 

troops are continually conducting 

reconnaissance operations in the direction of 

Kreminna. ISW offers no assessment of this 

Russian claim. 

Southern Ukraine: (Kherson Oblast) - 
Russian forces conducted limited ground attacks in northwestern Kherson Oblast on October 14 to regain lost positions.  

UGS reported that its troops repelled a Russian attack on Sukhyi Stavok, 10km southwest of Davydiv Brid and near the 

Inhulets River along the Kherson-Mykolaiv Oblast border.  

Russian sources similarly reported that their troops are attacking Ukrainian strongholds around Sukhyi Stavok and 

making marginal gains in this area, although ISW has not observed any confirmation of Russian gains in the Sukhyi 

Stavok-Davydiv Brid pocket.  

 The Russian MoD and other Russian sources additionally claimed that Ukrainian troops are conducting ground attacks 

throughout northern and northwestern Kherson Oblast, particularly towards Piatykhatky (20km southeast of Davydiv 

Brid) and Ishchenka-Bezvodne (8km southeast of Davydiv Brid).  

A Russian milblogger claimed that Ukrainian troops are reinforcing their positions along the Osokorivka-

Novooleksandrivka line along the west bank of the Dnipro River north of Beryslav.  
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The same Russian sources also cautioned that 

the Ukrainian command is preparing for a 

counteroffensive northwest of Kherson City 

towards Ternovi Pody and Pravdyne. ISW 

makes no effort to forecast potential Ukrainian 

operations. 

Ukrainian military officials today, as is usual, 

maintained operational silence regarding their 

counteroffensive actions in Kherson Oblast. 

 Footage and imagery taken by locals provides 

visual evidence of the continued Ukrainian 

interdiction campaign against Russian 

concentration areas and military assets east of 

Kherson City in the Beryslav-Nova Kakhkova 

area.  

Social media footage shows smoke rising over 

Tavriisk and the Kakhovka Raion (district), 

approximately 55km east of Kherson City. 

Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command 

confirmed that Ukrainian troops struck four 

Russian air defense positions in Beryslav and 

the Kakhkova Raion. 

Russian Subordinate Main Effort—

Donetsk Oblast - Russian forces continued 

ground attacks in Donetsk Oblast on October 

14.  

UGS reported that their forces repelled Russian ground attacks near Bakhmut, northeast of Bakhmut near Vesele and 

Nova Kamianka, and south of Bakhmut near Optyne, Odradivka, and Ivanhrad.  

Russian sources made conflicting claims on whether Ukrainian forces are withdrawing from or rotating forces in and 

around Bakhmut. UGS reported that its forces had repelled Russian ground attacks west of Donetsk City near Nevelske.  

Russian news outlet RT reported that Ukrainian sabotage and reconnaissance groups frequently probe Russian 

positions near Zolotarivka, east of Siversk, indicating that the Russian position near Bilohorivka may be vulnerable.  

The Russian MoD claimed that Ukrainian forces retreated from positions in the Vremivka area in western Donetsk 

Oblast and that Russian forces took positions on high ground near Vremivka, though ISW cannot verify this claim. 

Crippling civilian infrastructure has long been part of Russian generals’ playbook – Putin is merely 

expanding that approach - In response to massive battlefield setbacks, Russia has increased its attacks in Ukraine 

on everything from power plants and dams to railways, pipelines and ports. 

These attacks against civilian infrastructure are not random. Rather, they reflect an insidious calculus integral to 

modern Russian military theory. For more than 20 years, Russian military journals have emphasized the need to 

conduct noncontact warfare and target critical infrastructure. 
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As a defense strategist with close to 20 years of military experience, I believe the world should brace for additional 

strikes as Moscow seeks ways to reestablish an upper hand in the conflict and make up for its declining battlefield 

position. 

‘Initial period of war’ 

Consistent with the Russian military concept of the “initial period of war” – the belief that keys to winning a conflict are 

actions from the outset that support mobilization and undermine the adversary – the attacks on infrastructure started 

before the first shot was fired. 

In January 2022, a month before the invasion of Ukraine, a critical undersea cable connecting satellite ground stations 

in Svalbard, Norway, and the Norwegian mainland was mysteriously cut, with most speculating that Russia was to 

blame. By targeting this cable while Russia deployed more than 100,000 troops to Ukraine’s border, Moscow was 

signaling the risk of escalation should NATO get involved in the conflict. 

Once the war started, Russia used cyber operations to limit Ukraine’s ability to communicate, temporarily disabling the 

Viasat satellite internet network. 

Cyber operations targeting infrastructure, cable cutting, GPS jamming, and electronic attack are key parts of Russian 

military theory. In fact, Russian military doctrine specifically calls for strategic operations to destroy critical 

infrastructure, or SODCIT. 

These operations select targets primarily for their psychological effect. The belief is that hitting key infrastructure and 

creating prolonged blackouts, alongside disruptions to the ability to travel and transport goods, make political leaders 

and the population less willing to resist an attacking force. 

Holding key targets at risk 

According to Valeriy Aleksandrovich Kiselev, a retired colonel and professor at the Combined Arms Academy of the 

Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, modern wars should focus on destroying an enemies’ critical economic 

infrastructure without employing large concentrations of ground troops. 

This concept nests with the Russian approach to coercive strategy – an alternative to traditional warfare that attempts 

to manipulate the behavior of an opposing force through political, economic and military pressure. The logic is simple: 

Why fight a protracted conflict when you can use a mix of fear and punishment to get the enemy to surrender? 

When this coercive campaign failed in Ukraine, Russia invaded and made seizing nuclear facilities a key part of its 

ground campaign, using them both as blackmail and an operational shield to protect troop concentrations. In March, 

Russia moved to seize multiple nuclear power plants across Ukraine. Fighting continues outside the largest of these 

facilities, in Zaporizhzhia. 

After its initial war plan – which relied on rapid troop movement to seize key terrain – was overcome by stubborn 

Ukrainian resistance and Western support, Russia increased its attacks against transportation infrastructure in an 

unsuccessful bid to limit Kyiv’s ability to resupply its front-line formations. 

In April, Russia launched a series of attacks against railways across central and western Ukraine. In the summer, they 

attacked a major rail hub on Ukrainian Independence Day, killing multiple civilians. 

While military campaigns historically target transportation infrastructure, Russia went further. In response to the 

ongoing counteroffensive – which has seen Ukrainian forces retake formerly Russian occupied land in the east and 

south of the country – coercive measures by Russia have escalated to include targeting major dams. In mid-September, 

Russia tried to destroy the dam outside of Kryvyi Rih, a city of half a million people. The city narrowly averted disaster 
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despite two salvos of cruise missiles, which caused severe flooding but didn’t produce a large enough hole to destroy 

the dam. Later in the month, Russia targeted a dam on the Siverskyi Donets River. 

Expanding strategy beyond Ukraine’s borders 

Many believe that the attacks on infrastructure are now spreading beyond Ukraine. 

Russia is strongly suspected to be behind the sabotage of an undersea gas pipeline in October, leading to an 

environmental disaster in the Baltic and further squeezing European energy markets ahead of winter. 

Meanwhile, an investigation has been launched into an act of sabotage that took down large segments of the German 

rail network on Oct. 8, 2022. The “targeted and malicious action,” as Germany’s transport minister described it, came 

after NATO and the EU warned nations to protect critical infrastructure amid tensions in Europe. 

These attacks could be harbingers of the next stage of the Ukrainian conflict. As seen in the horrific attacks against 10 

Ukrainian cities on Oct. 10, a mix of fear, honor and interest will drive Russia to continue striking infrastructure as part 

of its larger coercive strategy. 

While Putin stated the strikes were in response to the attack on the Crimea bridge, the targets indicate Moscow may be 

trying to break Kyiv’s power generation and distribution capacity ahead of winter. With gas prices high, nuclear plants 

under threat and pipelines disrupted, Russia is betting it can use a cold winter to gain a new bargaining advantage. 

If the sabotage attacks in Germany and on the Nord Stream pipelines are linked to Russia, as most suspect they are, 

Moscow is clearly signaling that countries supporting Ukraine are not safe from future infrastructure attacks. By using 

covert action and sabotage targeting infrastructure to complement Moscow’s documented use of energy exports as a 

coercive lever, Putin is likely reminding the world of his reach without publicly acknowledging his role in ordering 

attacks. (Scott White in theconversation). 

Russian troops expected to arrive in Belarus in days to create 'Regional Military Group' - A senior 

Belarusian Defense Ministry official says Russian troops are expected to start entering the country soon to create "a 

regional military group" of the Russia-Belarus Union State. 

The deputy chief of the Belarusian Armed Forces General Staff, Viktar Tumar, said in a statement earlier today that "in 

the coming days," Russian troops that are part of the group will start arriving. 

"To ensure a parity of military security and to support peace in the Republic of Belarus, a decision was made to create a 

regional military group on our territory. The armed forces of the Republic of Belarus and some military units of the 

Russian Federation will be the group's backbone," Tumar's statement says, without giving any details on the number of 

Russian troops expected to arrive in Belarus. 

He added that the regional military group's goal is "purely of a defensive character." 

Earlier in the day, Belarusian ruler Lukashenka said that 70,000 Belarusian troops will be involved in the regional 

military group, adding that "10,000 to 15,000 Russian troops" will join the group. 

Belarusian Foreign Minister Uladzimer Makey said his country is ready for "strict measures" in case Poland or any other 

nations bordering Belarus place nuclear weapons on their territories. 

Earlier in October, Polish President Andrzej Duda said Warsaw had spoken to Washington about sharing nuclear 

weapons as Western nations confront Russia over its invasion of Ukraine that was launched in late February. 

Russian forces have used Belarus as a staging post, sending troops and equipment into northern Ukraine from bases 

inside Belarus. 
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Comment – Belarus is under a political opposition threat in that Lukashenko does not have an iron-clad grip on 

Belarussian common loyalty. Should he engage in a Ukrainian invasion, it is widely expected that he may be toppled 

from power by an internal revolution. 

Ukraine liberated hundreds of settlements in past month, Kyiv says, as Russian strikes continue - 

Ukraine's military has recaptured more than 600 settlements from the Russian forces over the the past month, the 

Ministry for Reintegration of the Temporarily Occupied Territories said, as Moscow continued to strike dozens of cities, 

killing a number of civilians. 

Some 502 settlements have been liberated in the northeast Kharkiv region, where Ukrainian forces last month 

advanced deep into Russian lines and 75 localities were recaptured in the highly strategic Kherson region, the ministry 

said late on October 13. 

The battle for Bakhmut: Ukrainian troops hold on amid hail of Russian artillery - Fighting continues on the 

outskirts of the city of Bakhmut in Ukraine's Donetsk region. Russian forces have been trying for several months to 

capture Yakovlivka, a village near Bakhmut. The village is destroyed, but Ukrainian troops continue to push back enemy 

advances in the area. 

Tracking the fight between Ukrainian and Russian forces on a daily basis, one can see how desperate the latter are to 

gain access to the city of Bakhmut in the northeast of Ukraine. They have reached the suburbs of the city but no further 

for over a month now. 

The Wagner Group is heavily engaged in this battle but have not improved on previous Russian attempts. 

'Their losses were large': in liberated Lyman, Ukrainian soldiers recall Russian retreat - Sweeping low 

along a river near the eastern Ukrainian town of Lyman, a military helicopter flew east toward Russia past the gleaming 

spire of an Orthodox church. In the bright morning light, the yellow and blue Ukrainian flag on its nose cone was 

unmistakable. 

Just a week earlier, such a sight would be unimaginable. At that time, elite Russian forces were entrenched in Lyman, a 

strategic rail hub that served as a launching pad for Russian assaults on the major Donetsk region cities of Slovyansk 

and Kramatorsk. 

Many of those soldiers are now lying in Ukrainian morgues, after an encirclement by Ukrainian forces and, later, the 

retreat of the surviving Russian troops -- one of the main achievements of a counteroffensive in recent weeks in the 

Kharkiv and Donetsk regions. 

The retreating Russians left enormous quantities of ammunition and supplies in their wake, Ukrainian soldiers said. 

"Everything was done beautifully and precisely,” said Oleksandr, a 30-year-old soldier sitting in a Ukrainian Army SUV 

on the main square in Lyman earlier this week. 

In a humiliating defeat for Moscow, the Russian Defense Ministry announced on October 1 that it was withdrawing its 

forces from Lyman, three months after they seized control of the town. One day earlier, at a televised Kremlin 

ceremony, Putin signed documents that Moscow baselessly claims mean Donetsk and three other partially occupied 

regions of Ukraine now belong to Russia. 

Russian positions in the town were first compromised when Ukraine launched its sweeping counteroffensive in the 

adjacent Kharkiv region, north of the Donetsk region, in early September. The push, which liberated over 3,000 square 

kilometers, served to cut off northern supply lines for the Russian troops in Lyman. Ukrainian forces then pushed 

forward to the villages surrounding Lyman, encircling the town on three sides and pounding exit routes with artillery. 
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Soldiers interviewed by RFE/RL pointed toward NATO weapons as being key to victory. 

Oleksandr and Dima, a 25-year-old fellow soldier who works to correct artillery fire, both said that artillery provided by 

NATO nations was devastating to Russians attempting to flee. 

“Their losses were large,” Oleksandr said, because Russian troops moving into and out of Lyman traveled in large 

columns that were highly vulnerable to precise artillery strikes. By contrast, he added, Ukrainian losses were 

“piecemeal cases.” 

The soldiers did not want their last names published, citing security concerns. 

According to Oleksandr, Russian soldiers began their escape only after Ukraine destroyed a relief column along the road 

to Drobysheve, northwest of Lyman, one of the main roads back to Russian lines. 

Humanitarian 

United Nations: Rape is part of Russia’s military strategy - Yesterday, Pramila Patten, Representative of the 

U.N. Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict, confirmed that rape is part of Russia’s “military strategy” and a 

“deliberate tactic to dehumanize the victims.” She emphasized that “when women are held for days and raped, when 

you start to rape little boys and men, when you see a series of genital mutilations, when you hear women testify about 

Russian soldiers equipped with Viagra, it's clearly a military strategy.” 

According to Patten, the United Nations managed to verify more than a hundred cases of rape or sexual assault in 

Ukraine since Russia invaded in February 2022. The data obtained to date suggests that the age of the victims of sexual 

violence ranges from four to 82 years old. The victims are mostly women and girls, but also men and boys. Patten 

added that “it's very difficult to have reliable statistics during an active conflict, and the numbers will never reflect 

reality, because sexual violence is a silent crime.” As such, as she noted, “reported cases are only the tip of the 

iceberg.” 

According to Patten, the first cases were reported just three days after Russia’s attack on Ukraine. 

Indeed, the issue of conflict related sexual violence has been raised from early days. For example, on March 4, 2022, 

Ukraine's foreign minister Dmytro Kuleba, spoke of numerous cases of sexual violence in the week of Putin’s war, 

during an event organized by the Chatham House think-tank. ” On March 17, 2022, four Ukrainian MPs visiting the U.K. 

Parliament, Lesia Vasylenko, Alona Shkrum, Maria Mezentseva, and Olena Khomenko, reported that Putin has been 

deliberately targeting women and children after Ukraine did not surrender. They spoke of this targeting to have 

included rape and sexual violence. As they told journalists in Westminster, “We have reports of women gang-raped, 

these women are usually the ones who are unable to get out. We are talking about senior citizens. Most of these 

women have either been executed after the crime of rape or they have taken their own lives.” In April 2022, the 

Ukrainian Ombudswoman Lyudmyla Denisova was said to have received 400 reports of rape committed by Russian 

soldiers. The reports were mostly coming from the temporary occupied territories or recently liberated areas. 

In her address, Patten stressed the need for justice and accountability. She added that “There is now political will to 

fight impunity, and there is consensus today on the fact that rapes are used as a military tactic, a terror tactic.” In 

Ukraine, investigations and prosecutions of the crime are under way. In June 2022, media reported on the first trial of a 

Russian charged with rape and sexual violence. The soldier stood accused of raping a Ukrainian woman during Russia’s 

invasion. Reportedly, “The suspect, Mikhail Romanov, ... [stood] accused of breaking into a house in March in a village 

in the Brovarsky region outside Kyiv, murdering a man and then repeatedly raping his wife while threatening her and 

her child.” 
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Putin 

Don't back Putin into a corner, Belarusian leader warns as nuclear fears grow - Russia has nuclear weapons 

for a reason and crossing Putin’s “red lines” in Ukraine would be a mistake, the strongman and close Kremlin ally said in 

an interview with NBC News. 

Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko has a warning for the West: Do not push Putin into a corner. 

Russia has nuclear weapons for a reason and crossing Putin’s “red lines” in Ukraine would be a mistake, the strongman 

and close Kremlin ally said in an exclusive interview today. 

“If you back a person or a country into the corner, there is only one way out — forward,” Lukashenko told NBC’s Keir 

Simmons on the sidelines of a regional summit of post-Soviet leaders in Astana, the capital of Kazakhstan. “That’s why 

don’t cross red lines, you cannot cross them.”  

Asked if his Russian counterpart was prepared to use nuclear weapons in Ukraine, Lukashenko struck an apocalyptic 

tone, but also downplayed the possibility of nuclear arms use as not necessary and suicidal. 

“If there is, God forbid, an attack on the territory of the Russian Federation, Russia can, if necessary, use all kinds of 

weapons,” he said. “Never, never has Putin or the Russian leadership set a goal to use nuclear weapons in Ukraine.” 

Lukashenko instead pointed to this week’s deadly barrage of Russian missile strikes against civilian and critical 

infrastructure in Ukraine as an example of what Moscow is prepared to do if backed into a corner. 

The strikes were presented by the Russian government as retaliation for last weekend’s blast that damaged a key 

bridge to annexed Crimea. 

“You probably noticed that was powerful, but it’s not everything,” Lukashenko said of the Russian response. “Russia, 

and I know this for sure, possesses the most modern weapons. And you don’t need nuclear weapons. Russia will cope 

without them.” 

Lukashenko joined Putin and other leaders representing the Commonwealth of Independent States, or CIS, in 

Kazakhstan on Friday. Speaking to reporters at the summit, Putin announced that his controversial decision last month 

to call for “limited” mobilization — effectively a chaotic nationwide military draft in practice — has mustered more 

than 200,000 troops to join what the Russian president still insists on calling a “special military operation.” 

Putin said that the remaining 100,000 troops he wants called up will be mobilized within the next two weeks, perhaps 

signaling an end to a process that helped fuel rare domestic unrest and criticism of the Kremlin. However, the actual 

wording of the order is vaguely worded and many in Russia fear a broader effort to bolster the country’s forces in 

Ukraine.  

Putin also suggested some restraint after recent signs of escalation in the conflict, saying that further waves of attacks 

like the one Lukashenko described in the interview were not needed for now.  

But the war, and Belarus’ role in it, are far from over. 

“You say that he is not winning this war, but neither are you,” Lukashenko said. “50 countries right now are practically 

fighting a war with Russia on the territory of Ukraine. There is also no victory on your side. Therefore, we need to look 

for ways out of this situation.” (Comment – “But neither are you” “There is also no victory on your side” – are two 

statements of tacit acknowledgement of Russia losing its war with Ukraine). 
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When asked about speculation that he was preparing to send troops into Ukraine, the Belarusian president again 

walked a cautious line: highlighting the non-military support Belarus has provided but insisting he will keep his soldiers 

out of it.  

“We support Russia in every possible way. Our support lies in the fact that our Western borders with Poland and 

Lithuania were not violated, so Russian troops were not stabbed in the back via Belarus. That’s how it has been since 

the very beginning.”  

Lukashenko admitted that Belarusian support for the war has expanded since February, but again highlighted that it 

remains a limited player in the operation. Belarus cares for Russia’s wounded and takes on Ukrainian refugees. 

“This is our role,” he said, “but we are not killing anyone there, and we are not planning to kill anyone there. No one is 

asking us to do so.” 

The Kremlin has stoked growing nuclear fears as its military retreats on the battlefield and disquiet grows at home. But 

the Belarusian leader instead suggested that nuclear tension was politically motivated by the West and Ukraine, and 

that Russia has no interest in escalating the conflict to the level of a nuclear exchange. 

“This would be the end of our planet,” Lukashenko said. 

“If nuclear weapons are used even by one country, it will cause a chain reaction. Russia understands this well. And no 

one, I want to underscore this, I know it for sure from President Putin himself, no one has set a goal of using nuclear 

weapons.” (Comment – “Russia understand this well” to me indicates they are getting the message). 

Instead, Lukashenko said, “we need to look for ways to find a peaceful solution to this conflict. It would be beneficial 

for everyone, including the U.S.” (Comment – another indication of peace mongering by Russian and its mouthpieces – 

see article below under article “Peace Talks”). 

Lukashenko’s relationship with Putin has gone through many phases over the years.  

At times, he has played the role of a messenger, sending signals to the West or reinforcing Putin’s position in high-

stakes games of brinksmanship with the U.S. and Europe. (Comment – as is the case now). 

Russia is enlisting hundreds of thousands of men to fight against Ukraine, but public support for Putin 

is falling - Even as Russia intensifies its attacks on Ukraine, its military appears to be suffering setbacks – from 

mounting casualties to dwindling military supplies. 

The Group of Seven countries – the United States, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan and the United Kingdom – 

convened an emergency meeting on Oct. 11, 2022, and condemned Russia’s recent missile strikes on Ukraine. The 

latest onslaught began on Oct. 9, 2022, targeting Ukrainian civilian infrastructure and multiple cities. That may indicate 

a more brutal phase of the nearly eight-month-long military adventure. 

But even before those attacks rained down on Ukraine, Russian President Vladimir Putin addressed his insufficient 

military strength and authorized a partial draft on Sept. 21, 2022, of 300,000 men to help Russia sustain what many 

experts consider an illegal offensive. So far, Russia reports that an estimated 200,000 new fighters have been drafted 

into the military. 

The draft has triggered a new wave of discontent across Russia. Hundreds of thousands of Russians have fled the 

country. There have also been multiple violent attacks on Russian military recruitment centers. 

The Kremlin has worked to subdue anti-mobilization protests and has arrested more than 2,400 demonstrators. 
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Meanwhile, public opinion polls by the Levada Center, Russia’s leading independent polling group, continue to show 

that Russians overwhelmingly support Putin and the “special military operation,” as he has called the war. 

But as a scholar of Russia and public opinion, I think that public approval of the president and the assault on Ukraine is 

nevertheless shifting in light of the mobilization, as more families are torn apart by the hostilities. 

Most Russians still support the war 

Since the Ukraine invasion was launched in February 2022, Russians largely have been either sympathetic or apathetic 

toward the war. The public swiftly united behind Putin, and the war gradually became a backdrop to everyday life in 

Russia. 

Nearly 50% of Russians polled have consistently said they “definitely” support Russia’s military actions in Ukraine, 

another roughly 30% “rather” support them, and only 20% do not support them. 

The population has mostly accepted the war based on an unwritten social contract with the Kremlin, in which people 

obey the regime in exchange for better living standards and a lack of interference in their private lives. Russians 

generally feel more comfortable subscribing to prevailing narratives about the war espoused by Russian state media 

than grappling with negative information and difficult news stories. 

When Russia annexed four eastern and southern Ukrainian regions on Sept. 30, 2022, Putin spoke publicly about what 

he called Russia’s Western enemies. He blamed them for propping up the “Kyiv regime” and staging “inhumane 

terrorist attacks” in Ukraine’s contested Donbas region. In doing so, Putin sought to justify the war’s resulting hardship 

by arguing that Russians are fighting for their survival. 

Russians still overwhelmingly believe that the West is hostile to Russia and that the war is defensive. In August 2022, 

71% of people surveyed said they hold negative attitudes toward the United States, and 66% reported having negative 

views toward Ukraine. 

Some sociologists contend that polls in Russia may not be fully reliable due to a range of factors, including leading 

questions, incorrect wording, widespread indifference, and wariness about criticizing Putin and the government. Other 

experts argue that surveys reveal mainly what people are willing to tell pollsters, not necessarily what they truly think. 

But new polls indicate an emerging shift in public attitudes. By breaking the impression of normalcy, the draft may be 

pushing more Russians out of their psychological comfort zone. 

The percentage of Russians who say they intently monitor the situation in Ukraine slowly declined after March 2022. 

But this trend recently reversed, and the proportion of Russians reporting they “very closely” follow the war rose from 

21% in August 2022 to 32% in September 2022. 

The most common emotions evoked by the war are no longer national pride but rather “anxiety, fear, horror” and 

“anger, indignation,” people say in the latest polls. 

Shaking trust in the military 

Russians traditionally have considerable confidence in their army. 

A survey in December 2021 demonstrated that Russians trusted the military more than any other state institution or 

official, including the president. 

Russian law requires all men aged 18 to 27 to serve in the military for one year. A poll in July 2021 showed that 61% of 

Russians felt that “every real man should serve in the army.” Women chose this response more often than men, and 

the elderly chose this option twice as much as those of military age. 
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However, the war seems to have made Russians more reluctant to serve in the army. Although the military typically 

meets its conscription targets, Russia did not meet its goals in a previous campaign to recruit more soldiers from April 

1, 2022, to July 15, 2022. In that effort, the Russian Ministry of Defense sought to bring in 134,500 soldiers but only 

enlisted about 89,000. 

The Russian military is now facing more criticism – even from its supporters – because of its recent battlefield failures. 

There is currently heightened concern among Russian elites about how the military is mismanaging the draft and 

Russian troops retreating from territories they previously occupied. 

The future of Putin’s public approval 

Authoritarian leaders like Putin need to keep up the appearance of popularity to maintain unanimity and social 

consensus. It is difficult to predict whether Putin’s public support will remain strong enough for him to remain in 

power. 

His approval ratings dropped from 83% in August 2022 to 77% in September 2022. Most Russians continue to believe 

the country is moving in the right direction, but public sentiment may change as more people are mobilized into the 

army. 

Putin has outlived many predictions about his fall from power before, and the public may ultimately come to accept the 

mobilization. 

Yet the regime becomes more fragile as public support declines. Resentment toward the Kremlin may increase as more 

young men, who previously showed little interest in the war, worry about being sent to fight. 

Most Russians expect the war to last at least another six months, but it is unclear how much patience they will have as 

the bloodshed goes on, without a clear resolution in sight. (Scott White writing in theconversation). 

Containment 

France to deliver air-defense systems to Ukraine - French President Emmanuel Macron says France will supply 

air-defense systems to Ukraine following a wave of air strikes by Russia this week that he said aimed “to shatter 

Ukrainian resistance.” 

France will deliver radars, systems, and missiles in the coming weeks to protect Ukraine from the attacks, Macron said 

on October 12, adding that France was also negotiating to send six Caesar mobile artillery units to Ukraine. 

China 

Chinese “unofficial” Police stations in foreign countries - The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) operates at least 

three unofficial police stations in Canada. In fact, dozens of these overseas police stations are operating in about 30 

nations. These offices are allegedly meant to monitor China’s citizens and dissidents living abroad, and help the regime 

export its influence in foreign countries. 

Impacts 

Ukraine’s success in turning back Russia’s invasion could aggravate global food shortages - In about a 

month, the Black Sea Grain Initiative agreement between Ukraine and Russia will expire. If it’s not extended, food 

prices and global shortages will rise. But with things going badly on the Ukrainian front, Putin may use grain as leverage. 
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Agreed to in late July, the Turkey- and U.N.-brokered deal allowed the resumption of exports from Ukraine through a 

safe maritime corridor of grain, other foodstuffs and fertilizer that had been disrupted by Russia’s blockade of Ukraine’s 

Black Sea ports. The deal took some pressure off of world food markets even before shipments monitored by the 

initiative began leaving from three key Ukrainian ports (Chornomorsk, Odesa, and Yuzhny/Pivdennyi) on August 1. 

Ukrainian organizations, including its Ministry of Agrarian Policy and Food, are keenly pointing out that November 19 

will mark either a continuation of the 120-day agreement or a halt to Black Sea grain shipments if Russia does not agree 

to extend the deal. A red light from Putin to put pressure on Ukraine and the West would reverse what relief the 

limited flow of grain has provided and exacerbate the global food insecurity expected with smaller Winter-wheat 

harvests this season in Ukraine. 

The ongoing information contest between Ukraine and Russia is obvious but there can be no question that Russia has 

harshly damaged Ukraine’s agricultural output, arguably stretching back to its annexation of Crimea in 2014. Caitlin 

Welsh, director of the Global Food Security Program at the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), says 

the impact of the invasion on Ukrainian grain production and export will only fully be felt as 2022 winds down and 2023 

moves on. 

“Most of Ukraine’s wheat is winter wheat. It’s planted in the summer and fall, grows over the winter, is harvested the 

following summer then is exported. So the crop that was planted last winter and in the ground this summer is now 

being exported.” 

Welsh adds that the latest numbers on Ukrainian grain from the USDA came out this week. They forecast Ukraine’s 

export of wheat at just under 17 million metric tons. The figure for 2021 was just under 21 million metric tons. Wheat 

production within Ukraine declined by about 20%. 

The ongoing information contest between Ukraine and Russia is obvious but there can be no question that Russia has 

harshly damaged Ukraine’s agricultural output, arguably stretching back to its annexation of Crimea in 2014. Caitlin 

Welsh, director of the Global Food Security Program at the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), says 

the impact of the invasion on Ukrainian grain production and export will only fully be felt as 2022 winds down and 2023 

moves on. 

“Most of Ukraine’s wheat is winter wheat. It’s planted in the summer and fall, grows over the winter, is harvested the 

following summer then is exported. So the crop that was planted last winter and in the ground this summer is now 

being exported.” 

Welsh adds that the latest numbers on Ukrainian grain from the USDA came out this week. They forecast Ukraine’s 

export of wheat at just under 17 million metric tons. The figure for 2021 was just under 21 million metric tons. Wheat 

production within Ukraine declined by about 20%. 

While the numbers may be hard to confirm, Welsh says that a recent Bloomberg report includes Russian claims that its 

agricultural exports will increase by 5 million metric tons thanks to the land it illegally annexed from Ukraine. Russia is 

the world’s largest wheat exporter and Welsh adds that it had a very good wheat harvest this year (projected to export 

over 39 million metric tons) 

Welsh notes that Russia has been promoting a narrative that Western sanctions are to blame for reduced exports from 

the Black Sea which is “completely laughable” she says. Russia also stopped publishing data on its agricultural trade in 

April of this year. There is likely a motive behind the move to stop sharing data. 

Belarus scrambles to “normalize” its position between Russian and West - It is exceedingly difficult to 

cobble together a rational formula to explain the current state of affairs in Belarus. Nevertheless, the idea of fear, and 
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its underpinnings, may serve as a key indicator here—that is, fear of further involvement in the war against Ukraine, 

which is increasingly being perceived as a wider struggle between Russia and the West. 

In his interview with Russian political commentator Fyodor Lukyanov, the former director of Moscow’s Carnegie Center, 

Dmitry Trenin, now a loyalist of Putin, suggested that Moscow’s red lines have been neglected by US policymakers who 

do not take the nuclear threat emanating from Russia seriously. Furthermore, the war in Ukraine will end only if the 

United States itself (not Europe or Ukraine) begins to seriously consider the potential of being directly targeted and 

only if the widespread specter of fear during the Cold War returns (Globalaffairs.ru, September 26). 

But this fear, which is allegedly missing in Washington, seems to be palpable in Minsk. One Belarusian media outlet, 

now active as a British Indian Ocean Territory domain (i.e., “.io”), recently reminded its readers that, in 2016, the US 

National Security Council held a war game simulating a Russian attack on the Baltic countries. The optimal response, 

according to that game, was a US retaliatory strike on Belarus (CityDog, September 30). 

Fear has multiple expressions, both direct and indirect. One manifestation is using the utmost care in word and deed. 

Thus, according to Yury Drakakhrust of Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL), Belarussian President Lukashenka 

visited Georgia’s separatist pocket of Abkhazia on September 28, simply because, after visiting Putin in Sochi, he 

decided  he had to showcase his loyalty but did not want to go as far as recognizing Russia’s “referendums” in Ukraine 

(Svaboda, September 29). Yet even a trip to Abkhazia by the Belarusian leader is not tantamount to its recognition as 

an independent state. The official Belarusian news agency titled its account of the president’s visit, “Lukashenka Visited 

the Historical Places of the Northeastern Coast of the Black Sea and Met With Aslan Bzhaniya” (Belta, September 28). 

On October 7, Andrei Vardamatski, Belarus’s most seasoned active sociologist, now in exile in Poland, shared the 

results of his September 2022 telephone survey. According to Vardamatski, in May, 50.3 percent of Belarusian 

respondents sympathized with Ukraine, whereas in September just 33.9 percent did. Also in May, 21.1 percent of 

respondents sympathized with Russia, whereas in September, 32 percent did. “This data bleakly speak for itself,” 

concluded the researcher (Svaboda, October 7). 

Predictably, opposition-minded Belarusians cast doubt on Vardamatski’s findings, as under current conditions in 

Belarus, a perfectly representative sample is difficult to achieve. In all fairness, though, opposition-minded Belarusians 

have always doubted the outcome of polling that was not to their liking. The Belarusian service of RFE/RL, Svaboda, 

interviewed a random associate of an information technology company in Minsk, named Sergei, who expressed 

disbelief in Vardamatski’s survey results. “People around me were against the war and remain against it,” said Sergei. 

“Except for a relative who watches Russia24 … we do not quarrel with him because he is not a very intelligent person. 

In general, I would say that those who used to have an opinion stick to it. Those who did not little by little became 

afraid of Russia. After all, the ‘friendship of fraternal nations’ began to include a certain tax burden.” 

But is fear of the known more paralyzing than that of the unknown? Perhaps. Thus, according to Ryhor Astapenia, yet 

another sociologist conducting surveys on behalf of Chatham House, 40 percent of Belarusian citizens have relatives 

living in Russia. According to the opinions of Astapenia’s September 2022 online survey respondents, the influence of 

Russian culture in Belarus far outweighs the influence of Western culture. Among the respondents, 38 percent would 

like to live and work in the West and only 33 percent would like to do the same in Russia. However, the choice in favor 

of the West is conditioned by a high assessment of prosperity and democracy, whereas the choice in favor of Russia is 

conditioned by cultural, mental and emotional closeness to it (Svaboda, October 7). This result matches what Oleg 

Manaev, a sociologist with 25 years of polling experience in Belarus, repeatedly wrote about. 

Perhaps this can also explain why during the Russian-Belarusian forum in Svetlogorsk, Kaliningrad Oblast, conducted on 

October 4 and 5, statements from Belarusian officials were qualified as perfectly matching the official Russian position: 

that the current war in Ukraine is being actively waged against Western neocolonialism (Aif.ru, September 28). On that 
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basis, more active participation by Belarus is expected in the war, though still stopping short of the Belarusian army’s 

direct participation (T.me/ru_global, October 6). 

Facilitating a still higher level of Belarusian-Russian convergence is Moscow’s decision to issue yet another $1.5 billion 

loan to Minsk, this time for the sake of import substitution (Svaboda, October 6). 

While fear has multiple dimensions, it is altogether absent in a number of lacunas. For example, relations between 

Belarus and the West are virtually nonexistent, thus there is no fear of Western reactions to harsh prison sentences for 

political prisoners. For example, on October 6, a group of managers from former non-state news agency BelaPAN were 

sentenced to prison terms ranging from four to 14 years. The longest term was meted out to Andrei Alexandrov, former 

deputy director of the agency, who is accused of creating an extremist group, participating in the 2020 postelection 

rallies and tax evasion (Svaboda, October 6). 

The absence of relations with the West also explains Belarus’s response to the decision of the Nobel Prize Committee 

to award a 2022 Nobel Peace Prize to Alex Bialiatski, a long-time leader of Viasna, a human rights watchdog based in 

Minsk. Bialiatski has been held without formal charges since his detention more than a year ago. Much like the BelaPAN 

associates, he is accused of organizing extremist actions. “Minsk has long lost any interest in the decisions of the Nobel 

Prize Committee,” stated Anatoly Glaz, press representative for the Belarusian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He 

emphasized, “In recent years … their decisions have been so politicized that Alfred Nobel has been turning over in his 

grave” (Mlyn.by, October 7). 

Apparently, chances are extremely slim for the optimal dosage of fear in Belarus to “normalize” Minsk’s position 

between Russia and the West soon. 

Peace Talks 

Russia's Putin reacts to PM Modi's ‘peaceful dialogue’ appeal in Ukraine - Putin today said India and China 

supported "peaceful dialogue" in Ukraine, a month after Prime Minister Narendra Modi and President Xi Jinping 

appeared to differ with him over the conflict at a summit in Uzbekistan last month, reported news agency Reuters. 

At a press conference in the Kazakh capital Astana, Putin said Ukraine was not prepared for negotiations and thanked 

Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan for his role in brokering prisoner exchanges. 

“India and China always talk about the need to establish dialogue and resolve everything peacefully, we know their 

position. These are our close allies, partners, and we respect their position. But we also know the position of Kyiv - they 

keep saying that they want negotiations, and it seems like they asked for it, and now they have made an official 

decision that prohibits negotiations,” Reuters quoted Putin as saying. 

During a meeting with Putin in Samarkand in September, Modi had told the Russian leader that “today's era is not of 

war,” remarks that were seen by a section of world leaders as a public rebuke. 

Modi made the call for an early cessation of hostilities at a bilateral meeting with Putin — the first between the two 

leaders since their summit in New Delhi last December and since the Ukraine war began this February — on the 

margins of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO). 

“I know today’s era is not [an era] of war. We discussed this issue with you on phone several times, that democracy, 

diplomacy and dialogue touch the entire world,” Modi said, speaking in Hindi, while delivering his televised opening 

remarks at the meeting with Putin. 

He said he hoped to talk about “how we can move forward on the road of peace in the coming days.” 
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Addressing reporters later in the day, Putin said there were no plans to adjust his country’s military operations in 

Ukraine despite a counteroffensive. 

On China, Putin said he understood that Xi had questions and concerns about the situation in Ukraine but praised 

China's leader for what he said was a "balanced" position on the war. 

"We highly value the balanced position of our Chinese friends when it comes to the Ukraine crisis," Putin told Xi. 

"We understand your questions and concern about this. During today's meeting, we will of course explain our position, 

we will explain in detail our position on this issue, although we have talked about this before," the Russian president 

had said. 

The Chinese president did not mention Ukraine in his public remarks. 

At the UNGA, China's foreign minister Wang Yi had said Beijing supported all efforts conducive to the peaceful 

resolution of the "crisis" in Ukraine, adding that the pressing priority was to facilitate peace talks. 

No need for talks with Biden: Putin 

Putin, however, on Friday saw "no need" for talks with US President Biden as tensions with Washington escalated over 

a litany of issues, including Russia's invasion of Ukraine. 

"We should ask him if he's ready to hold such talks with me or not. I don't see the need, to be honest," Putin said, asked 

about a potential meeting with Biden on the sidelines of a G20 summit in November. 

He added that his participation in the summit hosted by Indonesia is not yet decided. 

"Right now, there is no need for massive strikes (on Ukraine). For now, there are other tasks, because, I believe, out of 

29 targets, (only) 7 were not hit as the ministry of defence planned, but they are getting to them gradually. There is no 

need for massive strikes, in any case not for now. In future, we'll see," Putin said. 

Comment – Of late there are a few new threads of comment and positioning taking place, (i) increasing Russian 

utterances and indications of a peace process being possible, albeit still without the four oblasts on the table, (ii) 

reducing incidence of nuclear threatening, (iii) consistent comments regarding a Western reaction to Russian nuclear 

employment from a variety of retired US generals, coupled with official comments from President Biden and (iv) Putin’s 

comments earlier today regarding there being no need for any further mass missile strikes in Ukraine. 

Is it possible that Putin and the Kremlin are looking for an offramp? With a 90,000 “irrecoverable” casualty rate, as 

reported in yesterday’s Update, and a rapidly dwindling arsenal, this will certainly seem plausible – from a Russian 

perspective. 

GeoPolitical 

The Thaw on Russia’s Periphery Has Already Started - All around a war-weakened Russia, there is a 

giant geopolitical sucking sound - We don’t know how exactly this war will end, but we do know that Russia will 

not win. Even if Putin’s strained mobilization of hundreds of thousands of inexperienced new troops leads to some 

tactical wins, his invasion of Ukraine is already a strategic loss.  

Russia is weakened economically, politically, and militarily. Putin has ensured a painful winter in Europe but hastened 

Europe’s energy diversification and transition. The Russian military’s failures and resort to widespread atrocities have 

exposed Moscow’s conventional military capabilities as a Potemkin force. We can only imagine what the Chinese are 

thinking today about their de facto ally—or how the Turkish general staff is now recalculating Ankara’s strategic options 
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in the Black Sea region and beyond. If Putin were to follow through on his threat to use nuclear weapons in Ukraine, it 

would only compound his strategic defeat. 

Therefore, even as Western analysts and officials warn against placing too much hope on a quick Ukrainian victory, 

Russian power and influence is already visibly weakened. Russia is not withdrawing so much as it is deflating. 

Consequently, there is a kind of giant geopolitical sucking sound all around Russia’s periphery—from Eastern Europe to 

Central Asia—as a diminished Russia creates a vacuum that could unsettle an already fragile status quo. 

Russia’s self-inflicted diminishment is, in many ways, a continuation of a process that began with the collapse of the 

Soviet empire. When the Soviet Union ceased to exist more than three decades ago, the ripple effects of evaporated 

Soviet power included wars in the Caucasus, the consolidation of power by strongmen in Central Asia, and two brutal 

wars in Chechnya. In essence, these were postcolonial conflicts, just as Russia is attempting to restore imperial control 

over Ukraine today.  

In a different way, the breakup of the former Yugoslavia and the conflicts that followed were also related to the 

collapse of the Soviet Union—if less directly. As the Cold War ended, Yugoslavia’s importance on the strategic 

chessboard declined. It was, at least in part, this vacuum as well as lack of Western interest that allowed Serbian 

strongman Slobodan Milosevic to exploit domestic divisions for ethnic conflict. 

Since Putin came to power, his progressively authoritarian regime has attempted to project Russian power all 

throughout the former Soviet space. His policies have been fueled by a combination of a desire to reassert control over 

the Soviet Union’s former territories, which he doesn’t see as legitimate or fully sovereign states, and his deeply held 

fear that democratic awakenings in any of them might be contagious. In Georgia, Moldova, Armenia, and Azerbaijan, 

Russia has created—or maintained—so-called frozen conflicts to use as leverage points and bargaining chips. Putin’s 

war against Ukraine, from its start in 2014 with the invasion of Crimea through its massive escalation in February, 

shares many elements of this approach, hyper-charged by a genocidal denial that a Ukrainian nation, language, and 

culture even exists. 

Putin’s strategic loss in Ukraine may now loosen Russia’s grip. The lost war in Ukraine has put Russia’s future political 

development and security arrangements into focus. With the diminishment of Russian prestige and power, the 

geopolitical landscape across Eurasia could prove dynamic. 

Take Azerbaijan and Armenia. Putin’s use of natural gas supplies as a political weapon against Europe has been a boon 

for Azerbaijan and its own authoritarian leader, Ilham Aliyev. His war has raised the price of Azerbaijan’s key export 

even as European leaders have courted the country in their rush to diversify supplies. Thus emboldened—and sensing 

Russia’s distraction with the war in Ukraine—Azerbaijan attacked Armenia last month in the most significant outbreak 

of violence since the two countries’ 2020 war. As of late September, Armenian officials reported more than 200 of its 

soldiers as killed and nearly 300 soldiers injured. 

The 2020 war ended with a Moscow-brokered agreement and Russian peacekeepers deployed in Nagorno-Karabakh, 

the long-contested majority-Armenian territory in Azerbaijan. The latest fighting, however, didn’t end at a Russian 

negotiating table, even though Armenia had appealed to Russia, its traditional patron, to intercede. As Armenian 

Security Council chair Armen Grigoryan confirmed during his visit to Washington on Sept. 26, it was U.S. diplomacy that 

took the place of Moscow’s this time. U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken, Grigoryan said, was “personally involved 

and on the phone with both sides.” U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi traveled to Yerevan, the Armenian capital, to 

demonstrate support. 

Even though much of the West’s attention has focused on Aliyev apparently seizing the moment, even to the point of 

potentially overplaying his hand, that is not what’s remarkable about Russia’s loss of influence. More significantly in the 

long term is the fact that Armenia seems to have given up, at least for now, on Russia as a security guarantor and is 
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looking to the West for political support—and receiving it. That could have profound influences on the region’s post-

Russian future. If it comes to a stable Armenian-Azerbaijani border deal—as some reports indicate—it will be brokered 

at the Western table. Russia, at this point, is in no position to be either a broker or guarantor. 

Or look at Georgia to calibrate the potential effects of waning Russian influence. After the 2003 Rose Revolution, and 

especially at the time of the 2008 Russo-Georgian war, Georgia had the hopes and sympathy of many in the West who 

saw the small country on the Black Sea as emblematic of the potential for democratic progress in the Caucasus—and 

Russia’s determination to squelch it. In many ways, the Kremlin’s puppet republics in Ukraine’s Donbas region derived 

from its Georgia playbook. Russia has occupied Georgia’s Abkhazia and South Ossetia regions since the 2008 war and is 

adept at using the occupation as a way to exert political leverage over—and deny progress to—the Georgian 

government. 

Now that Moscow has wrapped itself around the axle of its disastrous war in Ukraine, Georgia might have the 

opportunity to press forward with democratic reforms and further orient itself toward the West. Unfortunately, the 

country’s democracy has receded significantly in recent years. The government is largely controlled by a billionaire with 

significant ties to Russia and a moderate view toward Moscow: former Georgian Prime Minister Bidzina Ivanishvili, 

whose Georgian Dream party has dominated the political scene since 2012. Virulent polarization has gripped the 

country, corruption is on the rise, and the space for civil society and independent media is shrinking. The Georgian 

government has lashed out at the U.S. ambassador despite the United States’ role as Georgia’s most important security 

partner. Against this background, Georgia was not on the list when Ukraine and Moldova were made European Union 

candidate countries in June. 

Although the recession of Russian power, precipitated by strategic defeat in Ukraine, creates space for Georgia to 

deepen its ties with the West, Georgia’s toxic political culture makes it more of a political island than it needs to be. 

For Moldova, Putin’s unraveling couldn’t come at a better time. After unexpectedly electing Maia Sandu, a charismatic, 

young reformer, as president in late 2020, Moldova now appears poised for progress. Its new status as an EU candidate 

means it has jumped the queue for Western integration despite having one of Russia’s frozen conflicts on its territory. 

For three decades, Russia has stationed troops and stored weapons in Transnistria, the slice of Moldova that lies 

between the Dniester river and the Ukrainian border. There, Moscow has bankrolled and loosely controlled a puppet 

government with colorful, clownish leaders. In recent years, the Moldovan government has sought to remove barriers 

for Transnistrians to access the economy on the other side of the river on the theory that reintegration was more likely 

to come from engaging them than from trying to evict the Russians. 

If Moldova—with EU and U.S. support—can really make progress on rule of law and economic development, its 

attractiveness to residents of Transnistria will be even better. Time will tell whether the elements of Moldova’s own 

political scene, which have historically been underwritten by Russian corruption, will find Moscow’s checkbook as 

generous as before the war. In any case, Putin’s focus on salvaging his lost war in Ukraine could create the space 

Moldova needs to move forward with less of Russia’s incessant sabotage. One should always temper optimism—after 

all, there are still Russian weapons and soldiers who would need to leave somehow—but of Russia’s frozen conflicts, 

Moldova is the most likely to find a resolution in the coming years. Motivated democratic actors are stepping up, 

whereas Putin is on the back foot. 

The Balkans, where Moscow has a long history of stoking conflict, have much to gain from a pullback of Russian 

influence. Putin has cultivated a relationship with Serbian leader Aleksander Vucic, and Russian public diplomacy has 

successfully engaged a significant part of the Serbian public. Vucic has played a successful game of balancing Russian, 

European, U.S., and Chinese interests in the country, playing them against one another to advance his own agenda. 

Russia’s decline as a result of the war may increase Vucic’s interest in economic ties with Beijing while also making his 

government more likely to work constructively with Brussels and Washington. Still, it’s far from clear that Vucic has the 
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personal inclination or the political space to resolve Serbia’s outstanding issues related to Kosovo—a prerequisite for 

Serbia’s full European integration. 

Putin’s long-standing habit of stoking conflict means the West must pay attention to the Balkans even as Russia is 

wrapped up in Ukraine. In Bosnia and Herzegovina, Russia’s longtime support for Bosnian Serb leader Milorad Dodik 

could be the fuse that Putin tries to light as a way of making problems for Europe. Dodik recently met with Putin and 

offered support for the sham referendum that Russia used to purportedly annex four Ukrainian oblasts last month. 

Bosnia and Herzegovina is notoriously politically fragile, in part because the country failed to adopt—and external 

partners failed to adequately support—a workable long-term constitutional framework. In another twist on his frozen 

conflict playbook, Putin could, for example, encourage Dodik to declare his intention to formally merge Republika 

Srpska, the majority-Serbian region within the country, with Serbia. There is plenty of competition for White House 

attention these days, but a presidential or vice presidential visit to Sarajevo, the capital, could send a valuable signal. 

Which of these or other dominoes will fall—and when and how? It is too soon to predict the ultimate fallout of Russia’s 

certain strategic defeat, partly because it is not clear how severe the defeat will be. And although dominoes certainly 

fall in geopolitics, they don’t always fall how one expects. International politics isn’t physics: The forces bringing about 

geopolitical outcomes are more varied and the rules less reliable. 

What seems certain, though, is that a phase of geopolitical plasticity elevates the importance of diplomacy, which now 

has a greater opportunity to have an impact in how the dominoes will fall. Therefore, although the West is primarily 

focused on its response to Russia’s war against Ukraine and the war’s impacts on energy supplies and inflation, the 

United States and Europe should not miss the chance to quietly but energetically exploit Russia’s colossal strategic 

mistake to work toward a better status quo—and avoid a worse one—in the places where Russia’s now-receding power 

projection has proven so nefarious and calcifying in the past. 

The post The Thaw on Russia’s Periphery Has Already Started appeared first on Foreign Policy. 

Russian mobilization and annexation 

Putin says Russian reservist mobilization will be completed soon - Russian leader tells reporters after 

attending a summit in Kazakhstan that 222,000 reservists have been mobilized, as tens of thousands of men have fled 

Russia to evade draft. 

Putin told reporters after attending a summit in Kazakhstan on Friday that 222,000 of the 300,000 reservists the 

Russian Defense Ministry said would get called up have been mobilized. A total of 33,000 of them are already in military 

units and 16,000 are involved in the military operation in Ukraine. 

 


